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Dear Sir,

Sometimes meta-analyses are like buses; a number come

along all at once. The final destination may well be similar

but the routes can vary. This seems to be the case when the

wording of four recently published meta-analyses on the

prevention of parastomal herniation (PSH) is scrutinized

[1–4]. These looked at 9 studies with 569 patients [1], 10

studies with 649 patients [2], 11 studies [8 randomized

controlled trials (RCTs)] with 755 patients [3] and 7 studies

with 451 patients [4], respectively. Some reviews included

studies described as having a ‘high risk of bias’ [1, 3],

whilst another only included RCTs with a ‘low risk’ [4].

Despite the overall conclusion(s) that mesh used pro-

phylactically does reduce later parastomal hernia (PSH), its

regular use is not presently widespread amongst colorectal

surgeons. Interestingly this concept has been around for a

long time (over 30 years) and the earliest report on this

idea is rarely quoted [5]. Why is mesh-prophylaxis now not

routine? Whilst there may be a number of reasons, one

might be anxiety about managing patients who later

develop a symptomatic PSH. To date there is no published

literature on how patients with symptomatic PSH (after

prophylaxis) should or could be managed. Is the dissection

difficult and if so what morbidity is to be expected? Do the

stomas need relocation (with further prophylaxis?) to the

contra lateral side, as the rectus muscle must already be

weakened and atrophic at the site of the earlier trephine. Is

a laparoscopic repair feasible or are the hernial sac and/or

contents adherent to the mesh?

If prophylactic mesh is indeed the answer, it is important

for us all to appreciate the potential pitfalls and outcomes

of those patients who develop later symptomatic PSHs.

Presumably we are not the only practicing coloproctolo-

gists who would like to hear how they were managed.

Consent issues are also clearly pertinent in today’s society

but if we knew these answers catching the correct bus in

the future would be a lot easier for all concerned.
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